[Study on electro-degradation of new conjugated polymer PFO-BT15 light emitting diodes].
In the present paper electroluminescence spectrum and Raman spectrum were used to study electro-degradation of polymer light emitting devices (PLEDs) of PFO-BT15, a new and high-efficiency emitting polymer synthesized by the institute of polymer optoelectronic material & devices (IPOM) in South China University of Technology. The PLEDs with a configuration of ITO glass/PEDOT(120 nm)/PFO-BT15(80 nm)/Ba(4 nm)/Al(200 nm) emitted green light at 550 nm when 5 V dc voltage was applied. Three of those devices were used to study the electro-degradation mechanism of PLEDs. Device A was deposited in vacuum box in dark room to keep sample fresh; Device B was first lighted with current of 1 mA x 0.25 cm(-2) for 200 minutes, then with current of 5 mA x 0.25 cm(-2) for 60 minutes, finally with current of 10 mA x 0.25 cm(-2) for 40 minutes; Device C was lighted with current of 20 mA x 0.25 cm(-2) until the electroluminescence failure. Our experimental results indicate that the degradation speeds highly depend on the current through the devices. The stressed devices show the decrease in electroluminescence efficiency. However, the luminescence spectrum of the stressed device did not change compared with the fresh device, which suggest that the structure of the luminescent polymer did not change with the electro-stress. Raman spectrum was employed to probe the structure changes of the materials used in the device. We found that the PEDOT Raman peak disappeared andthe PFO-BT15 Raman peak still existed in electro-stress device. The results confirmed that it was the breakage of the PEDOT layer instead of degradation of emitting polymer, that led to the final failure of the PLEDs device. This work gives some valuable information for the design and development of highly stable organic light-emitting device.